June 2016

{

Welcome to Advanced Placement Environmental Science (APES). Like all other sciences,
environmental science is a process of satisfying curiosities about why things are the way they are and
about how things happen the way they do. In learning about the various aspects of our environment,

you will quickly come to understand how interdependent life on Earth is.
In many cases, we know very 1itt1e about environmental interactions that we can't even predict
long-term effects. And what usually happens is that the answer to one question leads to a string of
new questions. Perhaps the most importarLt question to ask yourself at the beginning of this course is:
"\Mhat do I hope to get out of this environmental science course?"
You may be interested in science and want to know more about the inner workings of our
environment. Or you may be interested in learning more about human impact on the environment
and what you can do to reduce the negative consequences. You may even want to know more about
the environment firsthand so that you can decipher environmental issues for yourself rather than

simply accepting someone else's point of view.
Regardless of your reason for taking this course, my challenge to you is to think for yourselI.
Throughout tlts school year, you not only will learn a 1ot about science, you will learn about the

complex issues facing our environrnent. You will explore di{ferent points of view and be exposed to a
variety of differing opinions. Don't feel that you have to accept any particular opinion as your own.
As your knowledge and skills in environmental science grow, so r..,i11 your ability to draw your own
conclusions.

Let's get started!

Sincerely,

1l^
Mrs. Melissa Yezo, BS, MA
Science Department
Union Catholic High School
n-rvezo@unioncath
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1. Skim the double-sided course outiine document to get an idea of some of the
concepts we will be covering this school year.
2. Look over the APES Math Review (be prepared to use these skills)
3. Look over the APES Chemistry Review (be prepared to use these skills)

4. Complete and Submit the Earth
a.

Systems packet on the due date (50 points).

Packets subntitted after tlrc due date zoill earn a maximum of 25 points.

5. You will be tested on this unit in September!!

5. Find at least 3 current event articles highlighting different environmental issues
on a global scale (15 points)
a. Print out/cut out the articles and attach
b. Complete the "Global Environmental Issues" graphic organizers for each
article (attached).
c. Be prepared to share one of your articles with the class in September.

**All assignments are due on the first full

day of school

No exceptions.

in September**

Global Environmental lssues

Title of Article #7How was the issue initiated?

Nho/what is beinq a€fected?

llhat

is being done

to

resolve the issue? Prevent the same issue

in the future?

Tible of Article #2-

How was the issue initiated?

Nho/what is being a€fected?

Nhat is being done to resolve the

issue? Prevent Lhe same issue

in the future?

Title of frrticle #3How was the issue initiated?

Uho/what is being a€€ected?

Nhat is being done to resolve the issue? Prevent the same issue in the future?
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APES Chemistry Review
Basics

-)

Neutions, protons, and electons are the components ofatoms, which combine to form molecules

-+ The

basic utrit

ofall chemical compounds, whether natural

or man-made, is the molecule.

Abbreviations
C

S

=carbon
02 = o*yg"n
NOZ-I =

=sulflu
N2 = nitrogen

nitrite

NO3-1 =

NO, = oxides ofnitrogen or uitrogen oxides

nitrate

Q.{O,

U =urauium

Cl2 = chlorine

Hz = hydrogen

P = phosphorus

SO4-2 =

5u6u1"

NH3 = ammonia

NO2)

SO* = oxides of sulfur or sulfur oides (SO2, SO3)

VOC = volatile organic compounds (compounds containing carbon which readily evaporate, ex. methane, benzene)

PAN = peroxyacyl nitrates

d
-+ pH

is the negative log ofthe hydrogen ion concenhation (sometimes called the potential ofhydrogen ion).

-+ Mathematically it

is represented by

tie equation: pH

=

-log[H+] or pH = -tog[H3O+]

+ [I+] is the molarity (# of moles per liter) of}I1 ions
-+ [It] and [H3O+] are essentially t]re same. H3Or is called the hyrlrouium

ion, it resu.lts when H+ are in water.

-+ Low pH coresponds to being more acidic. High pH conesponds to being more

basic.

-+ The opposite ofacidic is basic.
-+ The range of pH is from 0 to

14.

pH=l ., tH+l:1 x 10-l moles/liter (very acidic)
pH=6

.. Ffll:l x 10-6 moles/liter

pH=8 .'.

tH+l:l x l0-8 moles/liter

acidic)
(slightly basic)
(stightly

pH=4 .'.

tHrl=l x 104 moles,4iter (acidic)

pH=7 .'. [H+l=l x 10-7 moles/liter (neutral)
pH = 13 .'.

[f]:t

x

10-13

moles/liter (very

basic)

Nuclear Fission
-+ Nuclear fission (splitting atoms)

is the source ofenergy irl today's nuclear power plants. The roactions used are chain reactions, in
which one neutron initiates the reaotion of millions ofUranium nuclei.

1U-235 +

,,

I

nJ

1Kr-92+ I Ba-141 +3 n+ energy

(the 3 neutrons (n) initiate fi.rther reactions)

3 U-235

+3 n-+ 3 Kr-92+3 Ba-141 + 9n+energy

9 U-235

+9 n-+

9 Kr-92 + 9

Ba-l4l + 27 i+ enetgy

(the 9 neutrom initiate further reactions)
(the 27 neutrons initiate further reactions)

This continues until there are millions ofneutrons being produced and millions oftimes more energy, as well.

-+ A moderaJor

and control rods are used to absorb neutrons to prevent the chain reaction &om getting out ofcontrol which would

result in a meltdown.

Air Pollution in the Troposohere
carbon (Aom thc molecules ofdecomposcd lifeforms). The combustiou offossil fuels
(rcaction with oxygen) produccs carbon dioxidc and carbon monoxide:

-+ All fossil fuels cotrtain Iargc amounts of

C + 02

+

2C +

-+ Coal may

a.lso

CO2 (thc #l man-made greenhousc gas)

02 -+ 2CO (incomplete combusion)

contain sulfur which reacts dwing combustion:

S+02--)SO2
-+ During combustion,

tJle nitrogen that composes 80%

ofthe air in the troposphere reacts:
N2 + 02 -+ zNO

,

The rcactions above all show the formation of primary air pollutants

-r

Primary air pollutants u[dcrgo rcactions iD the atsnosphcrc to form secondary air pollutauts.

Photochemical Smos

2|lO2

2NO + 02 -+

-t-

(causes browoish hazc)

NO2 + IrV light -+ NO +
O

+ 02

+ 03

O

fotlowed by:

(O3 is ozone and is very hazsrdous to plants, animals, and materials in the troposphere)

hydrocarbons + 02 + NO2 -+

PANs

(peroxyacyl nitates cause buming eyes and damage vcgctation)

Acid Precipitation
3NO2 + H2O

)

2HNO3 +

NO

(HNO3 is nitric acid and causes acid precipitation)

2SO2 + 92

-; 259,

followed bY:

SO3 + H2O -+ H2SO4

-+ Acid deposition

can be ncutralized by the addition of limc (CaCO3) which is a basc (a base

will neutralize

an acid)

Air Pollution in the StratosDhere
The reaction that is supposed to happen, which protects the Earth from (IV light
2O3 + UV light

-+ 3O2

The destruction of ozone bv CFCS

Cl (CC[3F is a CFC) followed by:
CI + 03 -+ CIO + 02 fotlowed by:
CIO + O -+ Cl + 02 1o11o*"6 Or.
Cl + 03 -+ CIO + 02 (same as frst step above) followed by:
CIO + O -+ Cl + 02 (same as second step above) followed by:

CCI3F + 1.ly

119111--v

CCI2F +

(thesc reactions are repeated thousands of times to destroy thousands ofozone molecules)

David Hong

Diamond Bar High School

hongyon@yahoo.com
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Geological Systems
.
.
.

Age of the
Earth

The Earth's
surface

The Atmosphere

Measuring geological hislory
Using stratigraphy
Fossil formation and significance

atmosphere

. Location and cause of earthquakes
. Volc€noes and volcanism
. Fault formation and movements

Atmospheric

The

circulation
Plate bounda.ies and movement
Sea floor spreading and subduction
zones
Movement of the mantle

Plale
tectonics

.
.

Gaseous components of air
Layers of the atmosphere
lnteractions of atmospheric layers

'

' Tricellular model
. Effects on climate

. The Coriolis efrect
. El Niio-Southern Oscillation

'
.

Weather

Warm fronts and cold fronts
Cyclones and hurricanes

!
The study ol rocks
provides infomation
aboul past and
prcsent geological
events

Movement of the

atmosphere creates
global and local
weather patterns

The Earth's Systems
The Eafth's dynamic suiace is a result of
plate tactonics and the atmosphere.
Changes and vaiations in the Eafth's

suiace give rise to resources that can
be exploited by humans for agicultural,
industrial, and domestic uses.

Only a tiny
propotlion of the
Eatlh's water is
accessible for

human use

Oceanic
water

Freshwater

.
.

.
.
.
.

Soils are a complex
mix of weathered
rock and organic
matter determined by
geology and climate

Surface movements
Thermohaline circulation
Coriolis efiect

Rocks and
minerals

Extent and location
Use by humans
Public and environmental
issues over use

Soil
dynamics

Global Water Resources

' The rock cycle
' Rock types and significance
. Weathering and erosion
Features of a loam
Formation and features of horizons
Climatic influences on soil formation

Rocks and Soil

The Eorth's
ms
S

AP la-d
lB Topic 3

Key concepts

>

Earthquakes, volcanoes and plate tectonics can
all be linked to movement of the Earth's mantle.

Key terms

>

The components of soil depend upon the climate,
rock type and particle size.

atmosphere

>

lnteractions between the Earth's surface,
rotation. and the Sun drive atmospheric
circulation.

:r-.

convergent boundary

@re
Coriolis efiest

Fresh water is a scarce but essential commodity

crust

wilh many issues associated with its use.

divergent boundary
ENSO

Learning 0bjectives
n 1. Use the KEYTERMS to compile

fault
gro-undwater
igrieous
intertropical convergence

zone
loam

11

-20

Describe how the history ol the Earth can be divided into a hierarchical
scheme based on evidence from many sources.

E 3. Describe

mantle

pages

Earth's Systems and Resources

D 2.

lithosphere

a glossary for this topic

the internal structure of the Earth with relerence to the core,

mantle and crust.

metamorphic

tr 4.
tr 5.

plate boundary
plate teclonics
potable water
radiometric dating
.ock 6fcle

Draw diagrams to show the circulation of the mantle.
Describe the theory of plate tectonics and the relationship between plate
activity, earthquakes, volcanoes, and faults.

9",1P.u,"-Ti-T.

sedimentary

tr 6. Describe

shield volcano

"....

-.-, -----:-P=Y:t]1:?1;?!

the rock cycle with relerence to igneous, metamorphic and

sedimentary rocks.

soil
soil horizon
stratosphere
strato-volcano
thermohaline circulation

translorm boundary
tricellular modgl

troposphere

tr 7. Discuss the rormation of soil and soil horizons.
tr 8. Explain how the size of soil particles influences the type ot loam formed.
pages 25-28
The Atmosphere
! 9. Describe the composition of the Earth's atmosPhere
tr 10. Explain how the Coriolis effecl influences the movement oI air across the
Earth's surface.

Periodicals:
Liningsforthis

Y

D

11. Describe leatures of atmospheric circulation including ENSO, the

tr

chapter are on poge 246

12. Explain the role ol atmospheric circulation in producing broad climatic
regions.

Global Waler

y;1;11;;;;...",.^@
webl i nk/Envsci-3 5 SS.html

I
i

BOMNE APP
<nlib*Peitu <,;x

tricellular

model, and the intertropical convergence zone (lTCz).

pages 29-36

tr

13. Describe the nature and extent oI the Earth's oceans, including reference to
deepwater and surface circulation.

E

14. Describe the nature and extent of the Earth's tresh waier and salt water
resources.

tr

'15.

Describe agricultural, industrial, and domestic use of tresh water by humans.

tt

Thelarth's History
Geologists gather inlormation from many sources to reconstruct
the Earth's history. Analysis of extra-terrestrial material, such as
meteorites, can provide information about the early history of
the Earth, while the Earth's rocks, minerals, and fossils provide
information about the crust and the nature of the Earth's deeper
layers. The history of the Earth (bottom figure) spans the last
4600 million years and scientists have made sense of this

enormous time span by dividing it into hierarchical scheme ol
time periods. The boundaries of these time periods are based
on the worldwide correlation of distinctive fossils and rock types.
This process has been made more reliable with the advent ol
radiometric dating. This stratigraphic record documents the
nature o{ the ancient Earth and the increasing diversification of
life lrorn its origins in the seas approximately 3800 mya.

Rock strata are buill up th ro ugh the deposition
oi material by natural processes, wilh younger
layers ovedying older ones. Strata appear as

distinctive bands of varying thjckness, wiih
each band representing a specilic mode of
deposition. lnterpretinq stratigraphic layers is
made more diliicult when strata are distuded
through upliit, tilting, and tolding.

-+

J

o
m
o
--t-

J
a

':

U)
--+

is a downward-curving fold- Folds typically form when he
Earth s crust is

o
3

defomed during mounlain bullding episodes.

Above: Fossils are the remains ot past lirethat
have been preserved by geological processes

in rock straia. Although the fossil record

Above: Modern strcmalolites comprise

is

mounds of layered sedihent with a suriace

biased lowards marine organisms with hard
parls such as shells, there is a huge va ety
of lossil types, from large skeletons to pollen
grains and other planl parts (below), lossil
footpdnls, entombed insects, and petrilied
wood (above).

film of cyanobacteria. They are identicat
to the stromalolites lound in Precambrian

sedimentary rocks. These photosynthetic
prokaryotes contribuled to lhe rising orygen
levels of ihe early Earlh.

Lefl Nearly two ballion years of the Ea(hs
history have been exposed in the crand
Canyon as the Colorado River and its
tributaries cut through layer afler layer ot
rock while the Colorado Plateau was uptifled.
Rocks in the Grand Canyon were taid down
over a pedod o, almost 1500 million years and
the oldesl are 1700 million years old.

u-@
Phanerozoic: age of abundanl and evident life

I
:

I
lP,".,Di,.E""l

I

I

I

tlrttt
1.

Describe the nature of the stratigraphic record

2.

(a) How is the record of the Earth's history compiled?

(b) Explain why interpretlng strata on this basis can be diificult

I I I

t

1

I

't2
Sedimentary Rock profile
This diagram reoresenls a cutting through layers of sedimenrary rock in
which fossils are exposed. Fossils ar6 the renains or jmpressions ol plants
or anrmals lhat become trapped in the sediments aher oeath. Layers oi
sedimentary rock are aranged in the order thal they were deposit;d, with
the mosl recent layers near the sudace iuntess tney have been dislurbed).

Ground surrace

\bungest

Recent Iossils are tound in
hofe recent sedimenls
The more recenlthe layer of
rock, lhe more resemblance

A Case Study in the Fossll Record
The history of modern day species cah be traced
The evolution of many modern species can be weJl recoostructed.
For instance, the evolutionary history of modern elephants is well
documented tor the last 40 million years and the modem horse
has a well understood fossil record spanning 50 million years.
Fossil species are similarto but dilferent from today's species

l\4osl fossil animals and plants belong to the same major
taxonomic groups as organisms living today. However, they do
differ from the living species in many features.

there is between the fossils

\

lound in ii and living fo.ms.

Numelous extinct species
The number of extinct species
is enormously grealer than the
number Iiving today.

Fossil types dlffer in each
sedimenlary rcck layer
Fossils folJnd in a given layer
of sedimentary rock generally
dit{er in significant respects
from lhose ia olher layels.

Oldest

Only primilive fossils are
fouhd in older sediments
Phyla are represented by
more generaiized ,orms in
lhe olderiayers, and not by
specialized irrms (such as
those alive loday).

New tossil types mark changes in environmenl
ln the rocks marking the end of one geological period, it is
common to find new tossi,s that become dominant in ihe
next. Each geologicaltime period had an environmenl very
ditferent from those before and after The boundaries of these
coincided wilh considerable envlronmeltal change and ihe
creation of new niches.These produced new selection
pressures and resulted in diversification of surviving genera.

Nonheh Asia, Europe, Africa

African and Indian elephants have descended from a djverse
group of proboscideans (named for their long trunks). The first
pig-sized, trunkless members of this group lived in Africa 40
million years ago. From Afrrca, their descendants invaded all
continents except Antarctica and Austra,ia. As the group evolved
in response to predation, they became larger. Examples ofextjnct
members of this group are illustrated above.

3.

How has radiometric dating made the construction and interpretation o, the stratigraphic record more reliable?

4.

Describe an anjmal or plant taxon (e.g. class, family, or genus) that has:
(a) A good fossjl record of evolutionary development:
(b) Shown little evolutionary change (stasis) despite a long tossil history:

5.

Discuss the use oI fossils as indicators of environmental change

'13

Fossil Formation
Fossils are the remains ol organisms that have escaped decay
and have become preserved in rock strata. A fossil may be the
preserved remains ol the organism itself, a mould or cast, or the
marks made by it during its liletime (trace fossils). Fossilization
requires the normal processes oi decay to be permanen y

arrested. This can occur if the remains are buried rapidly and
isolated from air, water, or decomposing microbes. Fossils
provide a record of the appearance and extinction of organisms.
Once this record is calibrated against a time scale, it is possible
to build up an evolutionary history ol life on Earth.

Some FossilTypes and Modes of Preservation
Sheiland chamters
replac6d by iron pydte

-J

B achio pod (lamp shel l),

Jurassic (New Zealand)

late Cretaceous
(Chamouth. England).

Mouldi An organism-shaped impression l6tt afler
lhe ong,nal remains were dissotv€d or olherwise

Cast The original matorials ol lhe organism have

destroyed.

Carboni{erous (USA).

b€en replaced by new unrelated ones, in ihis cass,
iron pyrite.

This comp.ession fossil ol a lern fiond shows
traces of carbon and wax from the originat ptant.
Compression lossils are preserved in ssdimentary

o
m
o
--+
J
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rock that has been compressed.

-.+

AnE in amber atout 25 mta (Madagascar).

o
3
<t

Sand and
tar malrix

Wing bone

':-

,.
Polished
amb6r

Fossili2ed resin (or amber) produced by some
ancient c-onite6 trapped organisms, such as lhese
anls, belore it hadened.

Growth rings
lae€ly destroyed

Bark

Fossilized bones ol a bird that hved aboul 5 mfa
and became sluck in lhe tar plts at la Brea, Los

Permineralizalion: ln some fossils, lhe organic
malerial is replaced by minerals, as in this petdried

Angeles, {JSA.

wood lrom Madagascar

Flock phosphate

malrix

lmpressions ol

t

Carbon

Ammonite, Junssic
(Madagascar)-

T6eth and bones (being hard) are often welt
preserved. This shark looth is lrorn Eocene
phosphate beds in tvtorocco.

!

Sotl mudstone

The fossil record is biased toward organisms
with hard parts. This ammonite still has a layer
of the original shell covering the stone interior.

ln a sub.lossil, the tossilization
incomplete.

ln this leal

process is
impression in sott

mudslone, some ol lhe lea, remains ar6 stili intact
(a lew thousand years old, New Zealand)

1.

Describe the natural process that must be arrested in order for fossjlization to take place:

2.

Explain why the tossil record is biased towards marine organisms with hard parts:

3.

Fossils tell us much about the organisms that lived in the past. Suggest what other information they might provide:
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The Earth and the Sun
Of all celestial bodies, the Sun has the greatest influence on
the Earth, affecting its movements, determining the day-night
and seasonal cycles, driving climatic systems and longer term
climate cycles, and providing the energy for most life on the
planet. The Sun also plays a part in tidal movement on Earth,
modifying the effect of the Moon to produce monthly variatjons
in the tidal range. The Sun emits various types of radiation, but
most is absorbed high in the Earth's atmosphere. Only visible

light, some infra-red radiation, and some ultraviolet light reach
the surface in significant amounls. Visible light is pivotal to the
producer base of Earth's biological systems, but inira-red is also
important because it heats the atmosphere, oceans, and land.
The intensity of solar radiation is not uniform around the Earth
and this uneven heating eftect, together with the Earth's rotation,
produce the global patterns of wind and ocean circulation that
profoundly influence the Earth's climaie.

The molions of the Earth, moon, and sun rcsult in complex

and
interdependent cycles.These create environmental changes that range

SglarYeaI
The Earlh has oftited the sun in a r€gular cycle
,or the last 4.5 billion yearc, slnce the lolmation
of lhe solar system. The ioumey around lhe sun
takes 365.25 days.

from short term 0ust a few hours) to long term (many hundreds of
days). The tidal cycle is not shown on lhis diagram, but involves the
gravitational pullofthe moon as wellas centrifugal forces on the oceans.

l*
Norlhem

Northern
hemisphere
summer solstice

hemisphere
winter solslice

i,--->,r

December

Southern
hemisphere

2l

June

SUN

MOON

@
E.t

'

elRtn

.,---'?

2l

\i? l

4",n*"
hemisphere

Lunar Month

Earth Day

Earth's Axis

The time between successive ,ull moons is 29.5 days.
This is slighlly different trom lhe moon's orbil around the

The Earth spins on its axis
once every 23 h 56 min 4.09 s

The Earth does not spin upight; it
has a 23.5' tilt. This lill always iaces
the same way, resuiling in seasonal

Earth, which is once every 27.3 days. Because the moon
spins on ils own axis once every 27,3 days, lhe same
side of the moon always laces the Earth.

(called one sidereal day).

changes in sunlight and wealher

For questions 1 to 4, circle the letter with the correct answer:

2.

5.

The solar year is based on:
A. The number of rotations oI the Earth
B. The time for the Earth to complete one orbit of
the Sun
C. The number of orbits of the Moon
D. The time taken for four seasons to pass

3.

The seasons experienced on Earth are caused by:
A change in distance from the Earth to the Sun
A reduction in sunshine hours due to cloud

4.

A.
B.
C.
D.

formation
The angle of the Earth relative to the Sun
A reduction in solar outpul

The time for the Earth to complete one rotation on its
axis is;

A. 24 hours, 0 minutes, and 0 seconds
B. 23 hours,56 minutes, and 4.09 seconds
C. The time taken tor the Sun to reach its zenith
D. One day
The movement ol the Earth's atmosphere is due to;
The rotation ol the Earth
The unequal intensity of solar radiation over the

A.
B.
C.
D.

globe

Air rising at the equator and descending at the
poles

A, B, and C

(a) Explain why tropical regions receive a greater input of solar radiation than the poles

(b) Describe the consequences of this to the Earth's climate:

t)

The Earth's (rust
The Earth has a layered structure comprising a solid inner core,
a liquid outer core, a highly viscous mantle, and an outer silicate
solid crust. The Earth's crust is thin compared to the bulk of the
Earth, averaging just 25-70 km thick below the continents and
about 10 km thick below the oceans. Overall, the crust is less

dense than the mantle, being relatively rich in lighter minerals
such as silicon, calcium, and aluminum. The crust is a dynamic

structure, subject to constant change as a result of ocean
formation, mountain building, and volcanism. lt supports the
biosphere, the hydrosphere, and the atmosphere.

The continental crusl is made up of igneous,
metamorphic, and sedimentary rocks. ll is not recycled
within ihe Earth to lhe same exlent as oceanic crusl, so
some continental rocks are up to 4 billion yearc old. Parts of
the continental crusl go lhrough repeated cycles of erosion,
formation into sedimentary rock, and metamorphosis. Th€
crust "floats" in the mantle at a leveldetermined by its
thickness and density, The more mass there is above sealevel, the deeperlhe carst must exlend down in support.

Water precipitated from the
atmosphere forms rivers and
lakes, which llow back to the
ocean eroding the landscape
in the process.

The Earlh's persistent oceans
oi liquid water cycle moislure
through the atmosphere to the
land and back agai..
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Soil and vegelation
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makes up more lhan two thirds of
and is composed of relatively dense
rccks underlying a ihin layer oi sediment.The
oceanic crusl is being continually lormed ftom mantle
material wilhin long ritts called spreading ridges. As a
result it is relatively young; even lhe oldest parts of lhe
ocean iloor are no more than 200 million years old.

Sedimentary rocks
Sediments eroded from
continents and compressed
inlo rock can be later lifled
and exposed in mountains
and olher formations.

1,

'::.

THE BOCKS OFTHE EAFTH'S CRUST

lgneous rocks, such as basalt

The Earlh's crust is made up of solid, naturally occuning assemblages o,

(above), iorrn a major component
ol the crust and are essenlially
unchanged since their rormalion,

minerals called rocks. The huge diversity of the Earth's rocks has developed
over thousands of millions oi years through igneous activity, changes in form
(metamorphism), and lhe lormation of sediments and sedimenlary rocks-

Granite

Obsidian

lgheous rocks solidilyfrom volcanic magma
and they vary in composition hom basalt 1o
granite and in texture from rapidly cooled
glasses, such as obsidian, to slowly cooled
coarse grains, srJch as granite,

Slate

Schist

Metamorphic rocks result when pre-exisling
rock is ttansiormed by heat and pressure.
Metamorphic rocks are classified by texture
and composilion. Examples include gneiss,
slate, mable and schist..

Conglomerate

Sandslone

Sedimenlary rccks lorm when sedim6nts

accumulate

in

ditferent

depositional

environments and then become compressed

into brittle, layered rocks, e.g.

shale,

sandstone, limestone, and conglomerale.

1.

Describe two ditferences between the oceanic and continental crust:

2.

Explain the difference in thickness and relative positions of continental and oceanic crusts

3.

Explain why the Earth's crust is described as a dynamic structure:
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Plate Boundaries
The outer rock layer of the Earth, comprising the crust and
upper mantle, is called the lithosphere and it ls broken up
into seven large, continent-sized lectonic plates and about a
dozen smaller plates. Throughout geological time, these plates

have moved about the Earth's sudace, shuffling continents,
opening and closing oceans, and building mountains. The
evidence for past plate movements has come trom several
sources: mapping of plate boundaries, the discovery oi sea
floor spreading, measurement of the direction and rate of plate
movement, and geological evidence such as the distribution
oi ancient mountain chains, unusual deposits, and fossils. The

size of the lithospheric plates is constantly changing, with some
expanding and some getting smaller.These changes occur along

plate boundaries, which are marked by wetl-defined zones of
seismic and volcanic activity. Plate groMh occurs at divergent
boundarles along sea floor spreading ridges (e.g. the tvtidAtlantic Ridge and the Red Sea) whereas plate attrition occurs
at convergent boundaries marked by deep ocean trenches
and subductjon zones. Divergent and convergent zones make
up approximately 80% of plate boundaries. The remaining 2070
are called translorm boundaries, where two plates slide past
one another with no significant change in the size of either plate.

-#tI

!

in

The San Andreas Faull, seen heae in an aerial Mount St. Helens is an active stratovolcano
Earthquakes cause shaking ano qround rupture,
photo, is a geological iaull that runs a length
the Pacific Nodhwest oflhe USA. ltispanthe as well as landslides an-d ava'ianches,'lires,
roJghly 13oO km through California in the USA. Cascade volcanic arc, a segment ol th; Pacific tsunamis, and soit tiqueiaction. S"i iiqr"t""ti";
The rautt, a strike_slip fault, marks a translorm (or Ring ol Fire that has formed due to subduction. refers to lhe transtormation oi soil from a dolid to
sliding) boundary between the Paoific Plate and This volcano ls well known tor its ash explosions a liqiid. h re6ufts from ttre shaiing, which. causes

ot

'1. Describe what is happening at each o, the following plate boundaries and identify
an example in each
(a) Convergent plate boundary

(b) Divergent plate boundary:

(c) Transform plate boundary:

case:

:'
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The Mechanism ol Plate Movement
The relatively cool lilhosphere ovedies the hotter,
plastjc and more flujd asthenosphete. Heat from the
mantle drives two kinds of asthenospheric movement:

Crusi cools and sinks anto mantle
under the influence of gravity
at spreading

Crust melts as n
descends into mantle

conveclion and mantle plumes- Plate motion is
partly driven by the weight of cold, dense plates
sinking into the mantle at trehches. This heavier,

Heating and
cooling causes

cooler material sinking under the inlluence of gravity
displaces heated materialthat fises as mantle plumes.
The movements of the tectonic plates puts the brittle
rock oi lhe crust under strain creating laults where
rocks fracture and slip past each other Earthquakes
are caused by energy release dudng rapid slippage
along fauhs. Co')sequenlly. the Earth
malor
earthquake (and volcanic) zones occur along plate

IRON.

s

jI

boundaries.

Mantle plume ol
hotter malerial
dsing from near
the core
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J
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on land.

2.

t

fut

Describe the role oI each o, the following in the movement of the lithospheric plates

(a) Convection:
(b) Gravity:
(c) Mantle plumes

3.

!

ldentily the type of plale boundary at which each ol the following occurs
(a) Mountain building:

(c) Creation of new ocean floor:

(b) Subduction

(d) lsland arc:

4.

Describe lhe relationship between laults and earthquakes

5.

Explain why the Earth's major earthquake and volcanic zones occur along plate boundaries:

6.

Explain why soil liquelaction is a major contributor to damage to dams and buildings during an earthquake;

U;
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Lithosphere and Asthenosphere
The lithosphere (ilthos = "stone") comprises the crust and

the uppermost part ol ihe mantle. lt is both rigid and

solid,
and broken up into tectonic plates. The lithosphere can be
divided into continental lithosphere, which contains relatively
light minerals, and oceanic lithosphere, which contains much
denser minerals. The lithosphere ranges trom 400 km thick over
the continents to 70 km thick in the oceans. The asthenosphere

lasthenes

=

"weak") lies below the lithosphere. This layer ol

rock is viscous and plastic (semi-fluid) in its behavior lt changes
through plastic deformation, slowly moving about and so allowing
for plate tectonic movement. The asthenosphere is relatively thin
at around 100 km thick. The boundary belween the lithosphere

and asthenosphere is thermal. The lithosphere conducts heat
out to the surlace while the asthenosphera relains its heat.
The crust and the mantle are chemically distinct, forming a
compositional boundary

Locating the Layers
The Mohorovicic discontinuity ma.ks the
boundary beiween the crust and the mantl6.

Oceanic crust

Seismc waves lrom earlhquakes increase in
velocily when travelling below this boundary.

Continental

ctust

"*..:_:
Lithosphere

.
.

Rigid
Solid

----r

E

5

[rohorovicic
discontinuity

f-

70-400 km thick

.

lncreased

velocity

B

lncreasing disiance from epicentre

llrohorovicic
discontinuaty

Conducts heat
to surhce

A

number

of techniques can be used to

approximale the boundary between the
llthosphere and the asthenosphere (LAB).
Asthenosphere
T6mPerature
increases rapidly
with depth in the
lhhosphere but
only slowly in the
aslhenosphere.

100 km lhic*

.

.

Plastic
Retains heat

Mantle

a
o

I
LAB
Temperature

'1. (a) Describe the structure of the lithosphere

(b)

Describe the structure of the asthenosphere:

2.

Describe how the lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary can be delected

3.

The continental lithosphere is much older than the oceanic lithosphere. Explain why thls is the case

Seismic waves
also move more
slowly through the
aslhenosphere,
providing evidence
of a weak, semimollen zone.
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Volcanoes and Volcanism
Volcanoes generally form along the edge of the tectonic plate
overriding a subduction zone, Cracks in the crust caused by the
buckling ol the overriding plate allow magma to move towards
the surface and form a magma chamber. Further cracks in the
crust allow the magma to be ejected from the chamber and form
a volcano. l\4agma reaching the surface is termed lava, and its
chemical properties depend upon the composition of both the
original magma and the crust through which it passes. Lava can

be placed into three general groups: basaltic, andesitic

and

rhyolitc. Basaltic lava contains 48%-58% silica, is basic and is
very fluid, with a temperature oi around 1160oC. Bhyolitic lava
contains 65% silica and above and is acidic and viscous with a
temperature around 900oC. Andesite is intermediate between
these lava types. Volcanoes formed from these lavas have very
dilterent and quite distinct properties ranging from relatively flat
and unexplosive to extremely steep and violently explosive.

Shield volcano

Caldera

Shield volcanoes are formed from ilLtid basalt lava. The lava ejected
irom the vent contains low levels of silica and runs freelv down

Calderas are the remains o{ large volcanic_craters lormed by the
collapse of a volcano. The magma chamber empties causing lhe
land above to collapse aiong

the sioes oi the volcano, causing its base lo spread out withoul

its

a

increasing
height.
These volcanoes tehd to
have an extremely large
basal radius. Examples
include
Kilauea

characteristic ring fault.
The crater may eventually
fill with water, forming a
lake. Examples include

lvft

-)
:;tt

Santorini caldera (Greece)
(right), Yellowstone caldera

(Hawaii), Skjaldbrei6ur
(lceland) (right), from
which the term shield-
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(US), and Lake Taupo (New
Zealand) which formed atter
a giant eruptlon around 180

volcano is derived, and

AD and may. have

Olympus [4ons (Mars).
6.

recorded

by

been
and

Roman

o
3

Chinese scholars.

Strato-volcano

Dome volcano

Skato'volcanoes tend to have steep upper slopes and a shalrower
gradieni on the lower slopes.The lava ejected is commonly andesitic
and relatveiy vrscous. containing moderate levels ol silica. This
causes the lava to
build up on the upper

Dome volcaooes form from viscous silica-rich rhyolitic magma thal
slowly oozes from the vent or may build up slowly underground.
This magma traps a large amount of gas. The pressure caused by

slopes before

rolling

gases

is not easily released
because the magma

is so viscous, and so
eruptions aro often

(or bdng blasted) down

to the lower slopes
and so forming the

extremely

characteristic shape.
Examples incllde Mt
Fuji (Japan) (ight),

lhe build up ot

a-

violent.

Examples include Mt
Tarawera (New Zealand)
and Chait6n (Chile)
(right).

Ntt

Taranaki (New Zealand,
and Mt St Helens {US).

Steep upper slopes
Shallow lower slopes

Layers built up over successive

eruptions

ntrusion and dykes

Strato-volcano structure
Mount Pinatubo began eruptions on June 3 199'1, atter almost 500 years
of virtual inactivity. On June 15, after many large explosions, it entered its
final eruptive phase, blasting ash 34 km into the atmosphere. The Earth's
climate was severely aflected by Pinatubo's eruption. Overthe course ofthe
eruption some 17 million tonnes of SOz was released into the atmosphere.
The ash released into the atmosphere caused an almost 10% reduction
in sunlight reaching the Earth's surface over the following year, and global
temperatures dropped by 0.4oC. Ozone levels, especially in the Southern
Hemisphere, reached some of their lowest recorded levels. ln addition, the
eruption broughl large amounts of heavy metals to the surface and left
hundreds of square kilometers of arable land infertile.

#4
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!
Mount Pinatubo eruDlion

1

991
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Tectonic plate bo undaries
_j,

Subduction zones around the Pacitic rim

Volcanoes around the Pacilic rim

-itt

f

-.i.

Hawaiian lslands
(Hot spot)

"

J

t

€

Much of the norlhern and western edges of the Pacific plate form subduction zones. This produces an area that is seismically and
volcanically extremely active. Along with parts of the Nazca plate it lorms the Pacific Ring o, Fire. Around three quarters of the world,s
aclive and dormant volcanoes are found around the edge ot the ring and nearly 90% of all earthquake activity is located there.

1.

Match the following lava types to the appropriate volcano below: basaltic, andesitic, rhyolitic.

(a)

Strato-volcano:

(b)

Dome:

(c) Shietd:

For questions 2 to 3, circle the letter with the correct answer:

2.

a

Volcanoes are most commonly located
Along plate boundaries
ln Eastern Asia

A.
B.
C.
D.

Above subduction zones
Near continents

3.

The Hawaiian islands:
A. Are located near a subduction zone
B. Are an island chain formed above a hotspot
C- Are all strato-volcanoes
D. Are slowly moving in a south-west direclion

4.

Describe the formation ot shield and strato volcanoes, explaining how each develops its distinctive shape

5.

Explain how the Hawaiian islands were formed:

6.

Explain the relationship between the Paciric Ring oi Fire, volcanism, and subduction zones:

7.

Describe how volcanoes can altecl global climate patterns:
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The Rock (ycle
The Earth's many rock types are grouped together according

to the way they lormed as igneous, metamorphic,

and
sedimentary rocks (as well as meteorites). These rocks lorm
in a continuous cycle. Volcanism creates rocks at the Earth's

surface. Erosion (the breakdown and deposition of rocks) of
these and other surface rocks produces sediments, which burial

transforms into sedimentary rocks. Heat and pressure within the
Earth can then translorm pre-existing rocks to form metamorphic
rocks such as slate and schisl. When rocks are exposed at the
suriace, lhey are then subjected to the physical, chemical, and
biological processes of wealhering. This cycle of rock formation,
exposure, erosion, and deposition is known as the rock cycle.
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These tcmalions, known as hoodoos. ar€ composed
ol softsedimentary rock toppod by a pi€ce of hardet

less easily-eroded rock thal prot€cts lhe column
lrom lhe elements. Hoodoo shapes are alfected by
the erosional patterns oJ altemating hard and softer
rock layers, whjle diterenl minerals produce color.

Water and iceare powerfulagents ol6rosion. Waler
htls and transporls rock kagmenls, and the ireezing
and thawing splats rocks aparl.The rlow ol seawalar
m llions of years ago, togelhgrwilh ice wedging and
collapse along joints in the rock have esulted in lhe
formalion ol ilis spectacular arch rr Ltan, {JSA.

Sall weaiherlng ol rock produces a

distinctive
honeycombing efrect. Seawaler penetrates the rcck
and then €vaporates to leave behind salt cryslals,
which expand to produce holes in lhe roc( surtace.
Sotter parts o, th€ roc* are eroded at a grealer rate
than harder parls,

1.

Using appropriate examples, distinguish between igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic rocks:

2

Distinguish between weathering and erosion and describe the role of these processes in the rock cycle

3.

The Earth's mineral resources are produced by recycling processes, but are essentially non-renewable. Explain:

o
3
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Soillextures
Soil texture depends on the amount of sand, silt, and clay present.

loam contains enough clay to bind the water and hold it in place,
but also enough sand to create spaces between the particles,
allowing air to penetrate and water to drain. Because of these
features a loam is able to retain nutrients and humus better than

A loam contains a

4Ol4O/20 mix of sand, silt, and clay and is
considered the ideal soil tor cultivating crops. Soils with too much
clay hold water, become heavy, and are dilficult to work, whereas
soils with too much sand allow water to drain away too quickly. A

other soil types.

s-

Clay

l0

90

siI

2A

80

30

70

Read silt in
this direction

Sand

60
50

:':.

,,:+50

Soil sample

Sandy

clay

.

Clay

60

4A

1

sitt
70

30

.o

q

Read clay in
this direction

80

t

-S.

no

10

100 90

70

80

60

30

50

Percentage sand

20

e2
100

10

Soilsample 2

Read sand in
this direction

The percentage of sand, silt. and

clay and thereforc the type of
soil can easily be measured by
mixing a sample with water and

A loam consists of around

20o/o clay, 40y" sand, and 40% silt. Around thjs point, various other Ioams
€xist which are named after their primary components. For example a sandy loam consists of around
650l" sand, 35% silt, and 10% clay.

Nutrient holding capacity
Water inf iltration capacity
Water holding capacity

0

+

0

+

+

++

+

++

0

+

Aeration

0

++

+

Workability

0

++

+

0=

low

+

+ =medium ++=

high

Loams are easity

letting it settle.

worked...

_..while sitts and clays can be very muddy_

The capacity of soil to be worked and produce viable crops depends on the mixture of particles within it. Silt provides an moderate capacity in
all areas due to its intermediate particle size. By itself it, does not provide good soil as it too easily turns to mud when wet and is blown away
by winds when dry. Loam consists of a variety ol particle sizes and so remains more consistent in texture when both wet and dry

1.

Explain the term loam and how it applies to soil:

2. Using the scale on soil samples 'l and 2 above, calculate the percentage ol sand, silt and clay in each sample and then
use the soil triangle to identi{y the type ol soil:

3.

Soil sample

1:

% sand

% silt

% clay:

Soil sample

2:

% sand

% silt:

"k clay:

_

Soil type
Soil type

Explain why loamy soils are more easily worked and produce better crops than other soil types
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Soiland Soil Dynamia
Soils are a complex mixture of unconsolidated weathered rock
and organic material. Soils are essential to terrestrial life. Planls

horizon is made up of weathered parent material and rock lragments.

require soil and the microbial populations, responsible for recycling
organic wastes, live in the soil and contribute to its fertility. Soils
are named and classified on the basis of physical and chemical
properties in their horizons (layers). Soils have three basic horizons
(A,B,C). The A horizon is the topsoil, which is rich in organic matter.

to their characteristics, which are determined by the underlying

The B horizon is

a

subsoil containing clay and soluble minerals.The C

Soils and their horizons differ widely, and are grouped according
parent rock, the age of the soil, and the conditions under which
the soil developed. A few soils weather directly from the underlying
rocks and these residual soils have the same general chemistry
as the original rocks. More commonly, soils form in materials that
have moved in trom elsewhere.
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Topsoil

Subsoil

I
DisinteErating
parent rock
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Weathered parer$
rock (C horizon)

U)
C

C horizon

The parent rock is broken
down by weathering to forh
a regolith which overlies the
solid bedrock. The soilthat
lorms is part of the regolith.

Plants establish and organic
material builds up on the
surface- The organic material
aids the disintegration ol the
parent material.

horizon

Horizons are well developed
in mature soils. The final
characteristics of the soil are
determined by the regional
conditions and the rock type.

As the mineral and organic
content mix, horizons begin to
Iorm, with humus-rich layers
at the surface and mineraLrich
layers al the base.

lnfluences on Soil Development
I :'_1
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The character and composition oi
ihe parent matefial is importani in
delermining lhe properties ol a soil.
Parent maierials include volcanic

The occuflgnce oI ireeze-lhaw and
weldry cycles, as well as average

temperaiure and moisture levels
are impodanl in soil development-

deposits, and sedimenis deposited Climale also affects vegetation, which
by wind, water or glaciers.

in turn inrluences soil development.

--+

o
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'i.

Plants, animals, tungi, and bacteria The topoqraplry (hilliness) of the
helpto create a soilboih throughthdr land inlluences soil development by
activilies and by adding to the soil's affecting soil moislrJre and lendency
organic mailer when lhey die. Moisl lowards erosion, Soils in sleep
soils with a high organic conlenltend regions arc more prone to loss ofth6
topsoil and erosion otlhe subsoil.
to be higherin biological activiiy.

1.

Explain the role of weathering in soil Jormation

2.

Discuss the influence of climate, rock type, and topography on the characteristics of a mature soil
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Soils ln Different Climates
Soils are iormed by the break down ot rock
and lhe mixing of inorganic and organic
material. The soil profile is a series of
horizontal layers that difier in composition
and physical properties. Each recognizable
layer is called a horizon. Soils have three
basic horizons (A,B,C).Ihe A horizon is the
topsoil, which is rich in organic matter lf
there is also a layerol litler (undecomposed
or partly decomposed organic matter), this
is calledtheO horizon, butit is ottenabsent.
The B horizon is a subsoil containing clay

.

Dry.

reddistt

Shall6w. Ecidic
A hori2on

_"i

horizon

Dark. humusrich A horizon

-

Bhorizonxrith:
clay and calcium

!'

and soluble minerals. The C horizon is
made up ol weathered parenl materlal
and rock fragments. These horizons may
be variously developed depending on
whether or not the soil is mature. Mature
soils have 'lad enough lime to develop
distinct horizons. lmmature soils have
horizons that are lacking.

ABID REOIONS

HUMIDTROPICS

Ii,IO.LATITUDES

Desert soils are alkaline
mineral soils with variable
ahounts of clay, low levels

Tropical sgils: Leaching and

Grassland soils: Mature,

chemical weathering make

alkaline, deep, well drained

oi organic maltet, and poorly

these soils acidic. Aluminum
and iron oxides accumulaie

soils. They are

developed vertical prof iles.

in the deep B horizon.

wilh a high organic content.

lypically

nutrient-rich and productjve

Soil Texture
Soil lexture depends on the amount ot
each size oi mineral particle in the soil

rd. silt, and clay sized particles).
Coarse textured soils are dominated by
(sa

:1

Accunrulaled
organic matter

sand, medium textures by silt, and fine
textured soils by clay.
Cracked B
horizon

Clay-rich
parent rock

SAND
gritty

.f6els

+
3.

SILT

...leels silky

. .

CLAY
.feels siicky

decreasing pa rticle si ze

POLAB REGIONS

TEMPERATE

Very low tehperalures slow lhe
decomposition of oEanic maiier
and mainlain the pernalrost

Weathered lorest solls: Well
developed soils with a deep

Swelling soils: Marked
seasonal rainiall results

organic la\,€r and accumulated
clay at lower levels.

in deep cracks as the soil
aliernately swells and shrinks.

layer in these frozen soils.

SEASONALLY WET

Describe the role of soil organisms in soil structure and development:

For questions 4 to 5, circle the letter with the correct answer

4.

5.

The A soil horizon:
ls loca'ted below the O horizon
ls rich in organic matter
Can vary in thickness
All of A,B and C.

A.
B.
C.
D.
6.

A.
B.
C.
D.

Are smaller than sand particles
Feel gritty when moistened
Form from organic material
Form fine textured soils.

ldentity which feature of a soil would most inlluence its
(a) Fertility:

7.

Silt particles:

(b) Water-holding capacity:

Explain how the characteristics described below arise in each of the following soil types:
(a) Accumulation of organic matter in the Jrozen soils of the Arctic:

(b) Shallow A horizon and poorly developed vertical profile of a desert soil:

Z>

The.Atmosphere and (limate
The Earth's atmosphere is a layer of gases surrounding the
globe and retained by gravity. lt contains roughly 78% nitrogen,
20.95% orygen,0.93olo argon, 0.038% carbon dioxjde, trace
amounts of other gases, and a variable amount (average around
17") ol water vapor. This mixture of gases, known as air, protects
life on Earlh by absorbrng ultraviolet radiation and reducrng
temperature extremes between day and night. The atmosphere
consists of layers around the Earth, each one detined by the way
temperature changes within its limits. The outermost troposphere
thins slowly, fading into space with no boundary The air of the
atmosphere moves in response to heating from the sun and,

globally, the atmospheric circulation transports warmth trom
equatorial areas to high latitudes and returning cooler air to the
tropics. lt is the interaction of the atmosphere and the oceans
that creates the Earth's the longer term pattern ot atmospheric
conditions we call climate (as opposed to shorterterm weather).
The world's climates are not static;they have been both warmer
and cooler in the past. At present, the average global temperature
is increasing, but this rise is not evenly spread around the globe.
The present climate warming is most likely to be due, at least
in part, to an enhanced greenhouse etfect, caused by higher
concentrations oI greenhouse gases in the atmosphere.

Cloud marks a
stream acrcss the

140 km

Aurora caused by collisioos
between protons and
electrons hom the Sun and
lhe nitrogen and oxygen
aloms in lhe atmosphere.

--+

130 km

Jet streams are nafiow, winding ribbons of

strong

wind in lhe upper koposphere. They mark the boundary
between air masses al ditferent temperatures. Cloud
forms in the air that is litt€d as il is driven inlo the co.e
o{ th6 j6t stream.

Aurora borealis

60'c

-

-10.c

_

-80'c

-

_90'c

-

-80'c

-

#" #

This layer extends
as high as 1000 km.
Temperature increases
rapidly atter about 88 km

90 km

80

kfi
Mesosphere

_30'c

60 km

-10'c

50 km

Temperature is constanl
in ihe lower mesosphere,
but decreases sleadily with
height above 56 km.

40 km

Stratosphere

30 km

Temperature is stable to
20 km, then increases due
to absorption of UV by the
thin layer of ozone.

20 km

-60'c

The Northern and Southeh LlEhts (the

100 km

70 km

-40'c

aThermosphere

-50'c

-20'c

J

120 km

110 km

Aurora

Bor€alis and the Aurora Australis respectively), appear
in lhe thermosphere. Typically, auroras appear either
as a difruse glow or as'curtains'that exlend in an
approximately east lo west direclion.

-60'c

r5'c

-

10 km

Troposphere
Air mixes vertjcally and
horizontally. AII weather
occurs in this layer.

.

Describe two important roles ol the atmosphere

2.

Explain what drives the atmospheric circulation

3.

Describe a characteristic leature and environmental issue lor each ol the rollowing layers of lhe atmosphere

1

(a) Troposphere:

(b) Stratosphere:
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The Tricellular Model ot Atmospheric Circulation
High temperatures over the equator and low temperatures over the poles, combined wrth the rolation of the Earth, produc; a serjes cells
of
in
the almosphere. This model of atmospheric circulation, with three cells in each hemisphere, is known as the tricellular model.

Rising mjd-latitude ajr divides,
flowing to the poles and the
equator forming lhe Ferrel
cells. These mid-latitudinal
cells produce westerly winds

Al the poles, air cools and

descends as a cold, dry high
pressure area, moving away
lrom the pole to produce the
polar easterlies.

60" N

Westerlies_...f

,l

ln the tropics, wind
blowing towards the
equator as part of
the Hadley cells is
dellected (by the
Coriolis etfect) and
torms the northeasterly
and soulheasterly
lrade winds.

A
Warln air rise6 at lower
,, latitudes and
moves
poleward through the
upper troposphere
at both the north and
south poles.

:t
''-rn

j

.#

i

trade winds

i'o
Air within the Hadley
crlls rises moist al the
equator and subsides
dry at the tropics-

atmospheric
circulation in each
hemisphere consists ol
three cells {at polar, midlatitude, and 6qualorial
regions).These cells,
produce belts ol prevailing
winds around the wodd.

Polar air circulation is caused
by subsiding air at the poles
llowing towards lhe equator.

ficz

''

,.rr(

,

Norlh America

tn vaflous,
tormation

-,.:..
South

Duhes form

ln

sandy deserts and polar The lnte,tropical Convergence zone (lTC4 Tropical cyclones (also called typhoons or

regions, where prevailing winds create clritts
wih charactenstic shapes. Sand or snow grarns
are biown up the slope and fall down the tar
side to create sinuous crcsts extending tor
great distances.

4.

marks the meeting ol trade winds al the equator. hunicanes), are low pressure systems thal
It is characterized by varying, often calm winds, develop mainly over warm s€as where winds start
as well as violenl thunderstorms. The position the air spiralling, producing low suriace pressure
of the ITCZ can drastically atlect the rain{all in inio which air accelerales.
equatorial nations.

(a) Explain what is meant by a prevailing wlnd:

(b) Describe some ot the physical and biological etfects of prevailing winds:

5. The ITCZ

Lale

was also called the doldrums by early sailors. Suggest why it was given this name:
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Variation and Oscillation
Energy fiom the Sun is distributed through a global system
o, atmospheric and ocean circulation that creates the Earth's

conditions are never exactly the same from one year to the next.
However, it is possible to find periodic pattems or oscillations

climate. Heated air moving towards the poles from the equator

in climate. The El-Niho-Southern Oscillation, which has

does notllow in a single uniform conveclion current. Friction, drag,
and momentum cause ajr close to the Earth's surface to be pulled
in the direction of the Earth's rotation. This deflection is called the
Coriolis effecl and it is responsible for the direction of movement
of large-scale weather systems in both hemispheres. The
interactions of atmospheric systems are so complex that climatic

periodicity of three to seven years, is one such climate cycle.
El-Ni6o years cause a reversal of the ordinary climate regime
and are connected to such economically disastrous events as
the collapse of fisheries stocks (e.g the Peruvian anchow stock),
severe flooding in the Mississippi Valley, drought-induced crop
failures and forest fires in Australia and lndonesia.

The Coriolis Eflect

Frontal Weather

Air flowing towards, or away from, ths
equator follows a curvad path lhat
swings it to the right in the northern
hemisphere and lo the left in the
southern hemisphere (right).
This phenomenon, known as
the Coriolis effect, is caused by
the anticlockwise rotation of the
Earth about its axis, so as air moves
across the Earth's surface,lhe surface
itself is moving but at a dilferent speed. The
magnilude ol the Coriolis effect depends on the latitude and
the speed ol the moving air. lt is greatest at the poles and is
responsible for the direction ol the rotation of large hurricanes.

)'.

a

A wealher lront marks th€ boundary between lwo aia-masses

al
difterent densities. A tront is about 10G200 km wide and slopes wher6
wam and cool air hasses collide. A tront appears on a weather map
as a line with triangles (cold lront) or semicircles (warm front) attached.

m

--.1-
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ln a cold lront, cold air undorcuts warm air, forcing h steeply upwards
along the line of the tront and irigge ng the formation of towering
cumulus clouds and rain. Cold fronts are often associated with lowpressure syslems and unsettled weatherconditions- As the kont passes
the cold air mass behind it can cause a rapid drop in temperature.

ln the south€m hemisphere,
ryclonic systems spiral in a

clockwise diroction, seen in
this photograph of cyclone
Catarina, a rare South
Auanlic tropical cyclone
which hit Brazil in March
2004. As air rushes into
the low pressure area, it is
delected to the left, causing a
clockwise spiral.

-a
Gradual slope of a warm tront
ln a warm trcnt, warm air rises overcold ak more gradually, producing
flattened, stralus-type clouds. Wam konts produc€ low intensity rainfall
that may lasl tor some time and prece€d warm weather. Because il
moves more quickly, a cold lront will eventually ovenake a warm ,ront,
creating an occlusion.

1.

Explain the role of the Coriolis effect in creating the prevailing winds in ditferent regions of the globe:

2.

ln the spaces provided below, draw schematic diagrams to show:

(b) The movement of air in a Southern Hemisphere
cyclone and a Northern Hemisphere hurricane:

f
o

o
J
(,

Air flows hom high pressure
lo low pressure (see inset).
ln the northem hemispher€,
the Coriolis etfect deflecls
this moving air to the right,
causing cyclonic (low
pressure) systems lo rotate
count6r-clockwise as seen
here in a low pressure
systeh over lceland. Cyclonic
weather is usually dull, with
gley cloud and persistent rain.

(a) The movement o, a cold lront into an area o,
warm air:

--t

(a)

(b)

2a

Variation and Oscillation
lntoractions betrvoen the atrnosphere and lhe oceans
are at the core ol most global climate patterns.Thes€

clirnale pattems are reterred to as oscillations
because they fluctuate on time scales rangrng
from days lo decades. The El-Ni6o-Southern
Oscillation cycle (ENSO) is the most prominent of
these global oscillations, causing weather paierns
involving incrcased rain in specific places but not in
others. lt is one ol the many causes ol drought.

Normal climatic conditions
Rising warm moisl air
associated with heavy
rajnfall and low pressure

Descending warm air
associated with high
pressure and dry conditions

Thermoclin

ln non-El-Niio conditions, a low pressure system
over Australia draws the southeast trade winds
across the eastern Pacific from

a

high pressure

Curent

system over South America. These winds drive the
warm South Equatorial Curent lowards Australia,s
coast. Off the coast ol South America, upwelling ol
cold water brings nutri€nts to the surface.

El Niho efiect
Descending air and
hagh pressure brings
warm dry weather

ln an EI Niflo event! the pressure systems that
norrnally develop ovsr Australia and Soulh America
ar6 weakened or reversed, beginning wilh a rise in
air pressure over th6 lndian Ocean, lndonesia, and
Australia. Warm water extends deepor and flows
eastwards, blocking the nutrient upwelling along the
west coast of the Americas. This has a devastatino
effecl on fish slocks. El Nifio brings drought to
lndonesia and northeastern South America, while
heavy rain ov€r Peru and Chile causes the deserts
to bloom.

Southeesl lrede winds
reveFed or weakened

t

Thermocline

3.

Describe the events that cause El Ni6o conditions and its etfects on ocean circulation:

4.

Describe the etfect of an El Nifro year on:
(a) The climate of the western coast ol South America:

(b) The climate ol lndonesia and Australia:

Low pressure and
rising air associated
with rainfall

tv
0cean Circulation and Currents
Throughout the oceans, there is a constant circulation of water,
both across the suriace and at depth. Surface circulation, much
ol which is in the form oI circular gyr€s, is driven by winds. ln
contrast, the deep-water ocean currents (the thermohaline

circulation) is driven by the cooling and sinking of water masses
in polar and subpolar regions. Cold water circulates through
the Atlantic, penetrating the lndian and Pacific oceans, before
returning as warm upper ocean currents to the South Atlantic.

Deep water currents move slowly and once a body of water sinks
it may spend hundreds of years away from the surface. The polar

oceans comprise the Arctic Ocean in the northern hemisphere
and the Southern Ocean in the south. They differ trom other
oceans in having vast amounts of ice, in various iorms, lloating
in them. This ice coverage has an important stabilizing effect on
global climate, insulating large areas of the oceans from solar
radiation in summer and preventing heat loss in winter.

Thermohaline Circulation

High salinity water
cools and sinks in the
North Atlantic.

Deep water returns lo the

I

;

surface in the Pacific and lndian

*

Oceans through upwelling.

ti

./$rAtlantic waters are
saltier and thereiore
more dense than
those in the Paciifc.

,

.-#" laN ,

U;

Ocean
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Cold water circulates
through the Atlantic,
penelrating the Indian
and Pacific Oceans.

deep

itv

'-

The polar oceans (the Arctic
and Southern Oceans) arc
sources ol cold dense bodies
of water that drive the Earth's
deep water circulation.

6

The Southern Ocean encircles Antarctica
and is covered in ice lor much of fie year.
Complex curreots in the Southern Ocean
produce rich upwelling zones that support
abundant plankton and complex food webs.

1

.
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Pacific
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The !€st amounts oi ice associated with the
polar oceans has an important stabilizing
etfect on the global climale. insulating large

areas of oceans from solar radialion in the
summer and preventing heat loss in winter

Salellite observations show that the Arctic
sea ice is melting earlier and more rapidly
than previously reported. The loss ol ice
cover wall dramatically reduce lhe surface
albedo (reflectivity) in the Arctic region.

Explain the basis of the Earth's thermohaline citculalion:

2.

Explain how thermohaline circulation could influence global climate:

3.

Describe a possible consequence if the melting of sea ice significantly reduces the surface albedo ot the Arctic region
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Surface Circulation in the Oceans
The surlace circulalion of the oceans is driven by
winds, but modifi€d by the Coriolis ettect.
ln the northorn hemisphere, the Coriolis
etfecl detlects the wind-driven water
movements slightly to the ght and in
the southern homisphere to the teft.
Drag accentuales the Coriolis etfect
so that the average water motion in
the top tew hundrod metres of the

ocean surlace is almost

at

Local Currents and Upwelling
Winds

Local cunents and vertical transport of.water
(upwelling and downwelling) are important
phenomena around coastal regions. Upwelling in
particulaa has imporlant biological effects because it
r€lums nuirients to slrlac€ waters, whlch promotes
the growth ol plankton.

right

angle to the wrE dtection. The
overall eflecl is a pattern of large
scale circular movements of water,
or gyres, which rotate clockwis€ in lhe
northem h6misph6re and anticloc*wise
in the southern (below and righl). These
cuflents cary warm water away from the
€quator and colder water towards il.

I

Local curents are the result of

interactions
between tidal lorces and coastlines. The whirlpools
(vortices), sgen above at Saltstraumen in NoMay,
are created by exceptionally strong tidal movements
as water forces ils way through a long naryow strait.

The Great Paclflc G.rbage Patch is an accumulation of plastic and
other debris in an area in the center of lhe North Pacilic gyre that spans
approximately 1.2 million km2.

Overall Pattern of Surlace Currents

'1,,.'

i

lreland

.," ,'l

England

Plankton blooms, seen here as bright spots around

the coast ot Enqland and lreland, often occur in
upwelling zones, as nlrtrients are brcught to the
surface. Upwelling occurs to replace the seawater
that is moved ollshore by surface circulation.

--->

Cold ocean

currents

-_____>

Warm ocean curents

4.

Contrasl the mechanisms operating to drive deep water and surface water circulation

5.

Match each description below with its appropriate letter on the above diagram 'Overall Paftern ot Surface CurrenE"

(a) Antarctic circumpolar current:

(d) North Atlantic gyre:

(b) Peru current:

(e) South Atlantic gyre

(c) South Pacilic gyre:

6.

Describe a similarily between atmospheric circulation and surface ocean circulation patterns:

7.

(a) Describe the biological importance of upwelling in coastal regions:

(b) Explain how normal patterns of upwelling are aifected during an EI Niio year:
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GlohalWater Resources
i
I
I

The Earth is an aqueous planet; 7'l "/. of its surface is covered
by water. The majority of the Earth's water (a little over 97ol, is
stored within the oceans, and less than 3% of the total water
supply is freshwater. A small amount (0.0071%) of the world's
water exists as usable freshwater at the Eanh's surlace (in lakes,

I
I

The Ogallal€ aqultcr is a yast waler-lable aquiler
localed beneath the Greal Plains in the US. li
covors portions of eighl siates and is o@nsjvely
used lor inigation. At curreni usage lates it may be

rivers, and wetlands). The remaining freshwater is contained
within ice caps or glaciers, groundwater, or atmospheric moisiure.
The total amount of water on Earth is fairly constant at any one
time, cycling constantly between liquid, vapor, and ice.This cyclic
process is termed the water or hydrological cycle.
From glacial origins, the Yangize Eiver
flows 6300 krn easlwards into the East
China Sea. The Yangtre is subject
to exl€nsive iooding, which is only
partly controlled by the massiveThree
Gorges Dam, and it is heavily pollut€d.

The Volga River and its many trjbutaries
lorm an exlensive fiver system, which
drains an area of about 1.35 million km2 in
the mosl heavily populated pan ol Russia.
High levels of chemical pollulion curyently
give cause for environmental concem.

depleted by 2020, and is essentially non-renewabte

as it will take lhousanc,s oi years lo recharge.
I

I

i
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The North American
Lakes are the largesl group
ol treshwaler lakes on
Earlh, clntaining 22%
world's tresh surlace
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The Mississippi River
drains most ol the area
belveen the Rocky

I

I
)

Ocean

The Congo Rlver
is the largest river in
Western Central Alrica
with lhe second-largesl
llow in the world (after
the Amazon). Uks
the Amazon, il drains
an exlensive area of

Mounlains and the
Appalachians. A series
o, locks and dams
provide lor barge traftic

I

i
I

The lertile Ganges Basin
is central to lhe agricultural
economies of lndia and
Banglad6sh. The Ganges
and its libutaies cunently
provido inigatjon io a large
and populous region, although
a recenl uN climate report
indicates thal the glaciers
feeding lhe Ganges may
disappear by 2030, leaving it as
a seasonai system ted by lhe
mon300n rains.

rainlorest.

l

The Amazon River accounts ror
20% ol the wo d's total river flow
and drains 40% ol South America
Th€ Amazon is tlle larg6sl rainficresl
in lh€ world and has the
hioh€st

biodiversilv

wodd's

(r,.

L

*
g Basin

The M

drains one-se\€nth ol th€
Australian lanc, mass and
over 70% ol Australia's
inigation resources are

'11
!.*eduh.
North

Rilrer

.n

Great Lakes

Biq Spring
1

miilion

m3

{
1

RiveGlormwhen

rain and mellwater are ciannelled
downhill along suriace inegularities. They typically
end in either a lake or at the sea, Rivers are used
lor lransporlation, rocreation and anigation, and
supply lood and hydroelectric power. They shape
the landscape through erosion and deposition.

Lakes torm naturally in surlace d€pressions or a
result ol clahming and, when laEe enough, can
have a prclound eflecl on regional weather The
Great Lakes modsrate s€asonal tempeEtures
somewtal, by absorbrng heal and cooling ihe arr in
summer, then slowly radiating that heat in autumn.

Aquilers ar6 lypically saturaled regions o, lhe
subsuriace thal produce an economically leasible
quantily of wal6r to a well or spring, Aquilerc can
occur al various depths bul those closer lo lhe
suriace are more likely to be €xploited lor wal€r
supPly and irrigation.

i-:

lceberg, Anlarclica

Melwaler is the wat€r released by lhe mehing of
snow or ice, incllding glacial ice. Moltwater can
denabilize glacial lales and snowpack causrng
lloods and avalanches. Mellwater also acls as a
lubricant in the basalslidino ot olaci€rs.

Polar icecaps and glacj€rs slore the majodty ol the
wodd's fteshwat€r. While the Antarctic ice-sh€et is
growing, Arclic ice is thinning. B€cause snow and
ice form a protective, cooling layer over the Arclic,
lhis thinnino accelerrtes temoaranrre rise

Consecutive yea6 of poor rainhll are behind the
East African drought. Readily a\railable water
reserves have been used up in many areas, loavrng
insufficienl waler lor irngaiion and stock, Fires and
.icsertification are als..onseouenccs ol.ir.r'nht
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The World's Oceans

It
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l._
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Fish harvest

Ihe

major minerals

in

seawater (sodium

and chloride) make it too salty ,or drinking or
irrigation unless it is desallnated. Large-scaio
desaunatlon typically requires large amounts
of energy, making it costly compared to the use

ol kesh water frolh rivers or groundwater. The
large energy reserves of many Middle Eastern

countries, along with their relatjve scarcity ol
water, have led to extensive construction of
desalination plants in this region.

1

.

2.

1

The ocean supplies humans with a vasi
range of resources and opportunities,
including tisheries (above) and aquaculture,
trahsportialion, tou sm and recreation,
otlshore exlraclion (ol oil and gas, gravel,
sand. and minerals). e'rergy production
(tidal, wave, thermal, salinity, and wind),
maine biotechnology (pharmaceuticats),
conservation of biodiversity (through protected
areas and marine reserves), waste disposal.

Oceans receive the outllow from the world,s
major river systems. A dolta is torm6d whsn
a river enle6 an ocean or sea and sedimenls
are deposited in a fan-shap€d pattern. Deltas
are among the mosl ,ertile regions on Earth
and are hBavily populaled. Since constructjon
of the Aswan High Dam, the Nite Delta
(above) no longer rsceives an annuat suppty
of nukients and sediments kom upstream. lts
,loodplain soils are now poorcr as a result.

Oistinguish between surface waler and groundwater:

(a) Explain why some deep but extensive aquilers, such as the Ogallala, are considered non-renewable:

(b) Describe the factors that might influence the long term viability of an aquifer:

Only a small proportion of the Earth s water exists as usable freshwater al the Earth's surtace. Describe some ways
which supplies of lreshwater could be increased in a particular area:

3

rn

(a)
(b)
(c)

4.

5.

Much ol the Earth's lreshwater is locked up in ice. Describe the crilical role of this unavailable water:

(a)

Explain why delta regions are among the most fertile in the wortd:

(b) Describe the eftect ot water diversion schemes on the tertility oI a delta region

6.

Discuss the association between the localion of the world's major waler resources, areas of high biodiversity, and human
population density. You may need to consult other resources to bring togelher your lines of evidence.
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Water and People
Water is the most important substance on the planet. Life could
not exist without it. There are approximately 1.4 billion trillion
liters of water on Earth and Earth is the only planet in the solar
system where large volumes of water are found on the surface in
liquid form. However, waler is not evenly distributed throughout

the globe; deserts receive very little rainfall whereas other places
experience large volumes of seasonal or daily raintall. Despite
lhe enormous amount of water on this planet, wasleful usage
and poor management of treatment and supply has reduced the
amount of fresh water that is available to much ol humanity.
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Wate/s unique properties make it an unusual
substance. lt has no taste or odor. it is less
dense in its solid ,orm than in its liquid lorm
(allowing ice to float), and has an extremely
high boiling point compared to other similar'
molecules (such as HzS). lt is polar and so
able to dissolve ionic solids and conduct

electricity.

lt

also has an extremely

high

surface tension caused by the strong bonds
formed between water molecules.

The human body is nearly 70% water and
to keep it healthy and functioning correctly

health authorities recommend

drinking
between 1.8 and 2 liters of water per day. ln
some counlries. access even to this small
amount is ditficult. ln some areas people may

use just 15 liters of water per day tor all of
their domestic uses including drinking water
(compared to over 570 liters per person per
day in the United States).
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toilets and water lawns, and another 20-35%
is lost through leakages, Treatment ol waste
water places major demands on cities yet
there are tew incentives to reduce water use
and r6cycle. Providing a reliable clean water
remains a major publlc health issue in many
Poorer regions ol the world.

Average Domestic Waler Use
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Nearly hall of the water supplied by municipal

water systems in the US is used lo flush
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Potable waler (water suitable to drink) is a rare commodity in large pads
ol the world. Access to poiable water is limited by the availability of suitable
water resources (e.9. rivers), its ease of distribution, and level of waler
treatment (water-borne diseases and dissolved toxins need to be removed).
Once it is treated, the distribution and storage ol water becomes importantln many counkies, distribution ol water is ditficull and storage of large
amounts is almost impossible.

1.

(a) Describe some oI the properties of water

(b) Explain why water is so important in living organisms

2

What factors limit water supply to some countries?

!
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lndustrialized countries tend to use the most amount ol water,
wilh the United States being one of the largest domestic users.
The amount ol water used by people in domestic situations
depends upon the etficiency ol the water use, its cost to the
user (higher supply prices usually mean lower use), and the
amount of water available tor use.
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Conflicts Over Water Use
Water is a strategac community resource. lts scarcity has led to
dispul6s throughoul lhe world and throughout history Conrlicts over
water can occur both within and between countries. Water clnflicts
between countries often oclurwhen a water course flows through or
is bounded by more than one countryWater polluted in one country

may atfect the next or water removed br irrigatio; in one oountry
will reduce supply to another. Water conllicts within countdes often
occur because of the differing demands and interests of industrial,
agricullural, domestic, and recroatioaal ussrs. Govemmont policies
need to ensure tair water access tor allparties.

An lnternatlonal conrllct
The Colorado River and the Rio Grande
River are sources of water conflict between

the USA and Menco. A trea\' signed in
1944 requires Mexico to deliver 431.7
million m3 of water from the Rio Grande per
year. The USA must deliver 1.85 billion m3

i::

of water kom the Colorado to Mexico per

year ln 2004, 17 irrigation dist icts, the
North Alamo Water Supply Corporation,
and 29 {armers threatened to sue Mexico
over its lailure to supply the agreed volume
lrom the Rio Grande. According to the
claim, Mexico owed the group more than

Coloaado River

1.2 billion m3 of water.

A national conllict

The Rio Grande Compact was

signed
between Colorado, Texas, and New lvlexico
in 1938 to share the waters of lhe BIo
Grande fairly. However the agreementfailed
to ensure the supply of water By 1966,

Colorado owed New Mexico 1-2 billion m3
of water while New l\rexico owed Texas 600
million m3 of water New Mexico and Texas
sued Colorado and, while Colorado cleared
its debt to New Mexico, New Mexico must
stjll pay water debts to Tsxas.

3.

Since 2003, the Rio GrEnde has
onen run dry

Describe one way in which to improve etficiency ol water use in each oI the domestic situatjons:
(a) lnigation:

(b) Drinking supply:

(c) Sanitation

(d) Cooking:

4.

Explain why water is a common source of conflict

For questions

5.

5lo

6, circle the letter with the correct answer:

ldentity which ol the following considerations below are
impgrt3nl]]l effective water management:

L lvismanagement of water can lead to large
volumes being wasted either at the source or
en-route to the user.
ll. Water is mostly used near ils source.
lll. Removal of too much water from a body ol water
can severely disrupt its natural systems.

A.
B.
C.
D.

I

and'll

.

ll and lll
I and lll
l, ll, and lll

6.

The water on Earth is:

A.
B.
C.
D.

Evenly distributed about the globe
Etlectively finite in volume
l\4ostly treshwater

Easily accessible to all people
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Water and lndustry
Water is an essential commodity in communities. Not only is it
essenlial tor domestic supply but it is also important in industry
and agriculture. Water is most otten used by industry as a solvent,
a coolant and for cleaning purposes. The majority of water in

agriculture is used for irrigation oI crops, although it is also drunk
by stock and used as a solvent ifr sprays. Every year millions of
cubic meters ol water are diverted or pumped out of rivers and
aquifers to meet the demands for industry or agriculture.
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Agricultural use o, water

lndustrial use of water

lntensive agricullure uses large volumes ol
watet Crop irrigation accounts for 65% ol the
world's water use yet it is largely inefficient,

lndustrial related water usage increases as the
human population increases.The proceising of
food, and the manufacture ot metal, wood and
paper products, gasoline and oils all consume

with only 40% of the water reaching the crops
and the resi berng lost through evaporation,
seepage, and runofi. lmproved inigation
practices, such as drjp irrigation, could double
the amount of water delivered to crops and free
large amounts oi water for other uses.

large amounts

of water High

From Bull to Beef

consumer

demand and low leve,s of recycling exacerbate
the problem, bul there are large savings to be
made by usrng rerycled water and improving
the etficiency ol water use.

(over three years):
Pasture, feed and hay: 3,060,123 L
Drinking
23,84A L
Cleaning
7192

waler:
equipment:

I

= 3,091,169 L
lf each animalis 500 kg when alive, itwillp.oduce
220 kg of beef once cut and boned by a butcher.

3-991-199
220

= rq,oso.a L of waler Der ko of beet.

Using the World's Freshwater
Global rates of waier withdrawal from surlace
and groundwater sources are proiected to
morelhan double in the next two cie;ades as

The cotlon in a pair
of jeans: 6,800 liters

population growth and econofiic development

increase. This will exceed available suriace
runoff rn a number of.egions.
Manufacturing and oroduciion processes are
usually wat6r intensive. Some everyday items
{right) use surprisingly large amounts of water
in their production. This is termed virtual
water, as lhe warer is in the manulacturing
process, not in the end product. Efticiency of
water use will be increasingly importanl as
urbanization and industrialization of common
processes continue to grow.

1

.

An automobile

380,000liters

lndusry Donestic
United States

China

Uses of withdrawn water vary both regionally and
behveen countries. For example the USA uses
One can of soda:
38 lite.s

more water for power generation and industry than
China, wherc agricultural use accounts for most ol
the withdrawals.

Account tor the dilferences between China and the USA in terms ol how water use is apportioned

2.

Explain why water availability is considered to be one of the critical global resource issues in the 21st Century:

3.

Describe ways in which the efficiency of water use could be improved in the following areas
(a) Crop irrigation
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Damming the Nile
+

Two dams straddle the Nile River at Aswan, Egypt. The

rir

newer (and by far largeo of the two, the asw;n High
Dam, was completed in 1g7O and formed Lake Nasse(
a 550 km long reservoir capable of holding lwo years ol
the Nile's annualwaier flow
The objectives of the proiect were energy generation,

llood control, and the provision ol water lor

agriculture. These goals have have been achieved, but

i;'

construction of the Aswan Dams has also had a number
of detrimental eflecls..

> Before impoundment, the Nile flooded

annually,

\ . Aswan
._ t!

bringing minerals and nutrient-rich sediments to the
tloodplain and tlushing oul accumulated salts. Wilhout
flooding, tertilizers must be applied to the land and

''

salts build up in the soils, causing crops to fail.

**"

Hioh Dam

*..".

> Wthout annual deposition of river sediments, the land
is eroding, allowing the sea to encroach up the river
delta. lf global warming causes a rise in sea levels,
60% of Egypt's habitable land may be tlooded.

> Damming has caused 64"/. of commercially fished
species in the Nile to disappear Time will tell if
better management will help tc reverse the problems
currently being experienced in the Nile Delta region.

!
Satelite iqage (above) and panoramic view {below) ol he
As;wan High Dam

(b) Industrial water use:

4.

Using a local or international example, discuss the environmental and economic problems generalty associated
with damming a large rlver:

5.

lnvestigate water use in your community, identifying major surface and groundwater sources, how water usage
is apportioned, and projected water problems. Summarize your findings below. Attach extra pages if required:

3/

Mix and Match

KEY TERMS:

INSTRUCTIONS: Test your vocabulary by matching each term to its definition, as identified by its preceding letler code.

A
B
C

atmosph ere

convergent boundary
core

Model that describes the circulation of air cells in the atmosphere.
Type of soilthat is commonly identmed as having the most desirable structure and
texture with 40% sand, 40% sih, and 2Oo/" clay.

Coriolis effect

D

Material that lorms lrom the breakdown of organic matter and minerals and which
usually overlies bedrock.

crust

E

Type of volcano that lorms lrom fluid basaltic lava, having shallow slopes and a large
radius.

F

The layer of rock that lorms the outer surtace o, the Earth.

ENSO

G

The central layer of the Earth thought to consist of molten iron and nic*le.

fault

H
I

A volcanic structure that forms when andesitic magma rises to the surface.

-+

Water tound underground that does not flow in a particular water course but occurs as
a large body.

a

J
K
L

A lracture line in the Earth's crust associated with a plate boundary

o
3
an

M

Proc€ss by which rocks are formed, changed and relormed Irom sedimentary,
metamorphic, and igneous rocks.

N

Layer ot the Earth that combines the crust and the upper, more solid part of the mantle.

O

A collective term ,or the processes of plate movement, building and degradation caused

divergent boundary

groundwater
igneous
intertropical
zane

conve

liltt-o_9P!9r9

Boundary icrmed when two adjacent teclonic plates move in opposite directions.
Dating method thal uses isotopes or measurement of radioactivity to produce an
absolute time since the formation oI a substance, +/- a specific error,

.

loam
mantle

metamorphic

by the motions o, the mantle.

P

The moltan layer of the Earth upon which the crust rides.

O

Type of rock lormed by a change in its original structure due to high heat and pressure.

B
S
T
U
V

The junction of two or more tectonic plates.

soil

W

Area of the atmosphere near the equator where air flows lrom the Northern and
Southern Hemispheres meet.

soil horizon

X

Boundary of tectonic plates at which the plates are sliding past each other parallel to
the line of contac{.

Y
Z

Atmospheric layer closest to the Earth in which all weather occurs.

p-late.PgyP-fly

....

.

p-Flg.l-e..c-lgtig-s .......... ..................

radiometric dating

rgJl

9v-919

i-"-.d-iT.9lHlv

.

.

..

shield volcano

stratosphere

I

Rock type made up of sedimenls that hiave been compressed over time.

strato-volcano

I
I

thermohaline circulation

Type of rock lormed by volcanic activity.
Layer of the atmosphere above the lroposphere in which the ozone layer is found.

Circulation of the oc€ans driven by thermai and salinity gradients.
A layer in the soil profile that possesses specific characteristics that distinguish it from
the layer above or belou

Phenomenon in which weather patterns rotate in opposite directions in the Northern
and Southern Hemispheres due to the Earth's rotation.

AAThe layers oI gases that surround the Earth.
transtorm boundary
tricellular model

BB Large scale weather phenomsnon occurring in the eastern kopical Pacilic Ocean and
causgd by the eastern oscillation of warm surlace water between Australia and South
Amsrica.

troposphere

CCBoundary icrmed when two tectonic plates collidg.
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